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an important message on survival 
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We need not seek perfection. We must retain the 
atmosphere we desire. We are all framework of system, 
&bang, & bang your head against as hard as they come 
structure, & remain voiceless. Do Not Seek Perfection. 

It is conceived by The Structure and thus impossible 
for independent mutants. 
Scar yourself as much as possible, & still carry 
a portable smile. 

Abuse yourself. 
Display your wounds & decay as alternatives. 
Smell human even though it smells like shit. 
Even bears wont eat man-meat. 

Is this message clear? 
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But there are ways. 

Listen to instructions & turn the volume up. 
A friend did & lived to love the prophetic 
3-pack throat that views idiocy in suburban conglomerate 
human, with their dull gray clay souvenirs & plastic 
lawn chairs. 

The scotch stained throat laughs. 

The Throat laughs. 

Laughs & carries his body 
through the throngs, 
past the seer-sucker scurriers & antiseptic smelling 
so limbo limbs. 

It doesnt cost to be entertained, 

the price is right. 
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The Throat loves & hates. 
This is unforecastable, & so inexcusable. 

Hear the straining sax-notes of The Man who died too young 
of putting too many notes in all the time! 

DONT CARRY THE SAME BEAT ALL THE TIME! 

To variate is difficult & often fatal, 
the danger promotes you. 

There are others. 
Travelling through the herds, 
see them shining high among the bobbing, nodding, skulls. 
Let the world rotate around you; have built in jazz & use 
your eyes as movie screens. 

Be entertained, there is enough laughter, 

& odd. 
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ABOVE ALL, 
NEVER THINK OF YOUR FILE. 
This makes you framework material, & you already live 
in a revolving vacuum, so how can you be material? 

The material is moving to the cities, & no more the gentle, 
honest men with their beautiful manner. 

They are all turning into men called Ezra, 
& write all the rules. 

Is it like that? 

There are flights. 

Flying carries no scandal, 
attempt it. 

The view is much better from way 

The air much cleaner, 

the sound 

pure. 

up here, 




